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A B S T R A C T

Publication ethics principles became one of the main aspects of conducting scientific research and presenting its

results. Publication ethics challenges cover a wide range of problems of varying importance that involve all

participants of publication processes: authors, academic authorities, peer-reviewers, editorial board members,

publishers, and funders. All stakeholders put efforts to make modern science and publication processes ethical.

This goal is achieved first of all through detailed criteria of publication ethics and extensive author guidelines, as

well as by increasing the level of awareness of these criteria in educational programs aimed at prophylactics of

research misconduct. However, there is a need for technical facilities for detecting different cases of violation of

ethical principles, and bibliometric methods are one of the most promising approaches. The paper summarizes the

authors’ recent studies on bibliometric perspectives for detecting plagiarism, inappropriate authorship, and

official misconduct among editorial board members.

1. Introduction

Fundamental principles of publication ethics have been actively

developing in the last 30 years. The last three decades were marked by a

complication of carrying out scientific studies and the structure of in-

teractions between researchers and research teams. This increased the

number of authors in the byline, led to the rise of copyrights for different

parts of publications, the emergence of issues of responsibilities for one

or another part of the paper. Concurrently, the problem of research

misconduct among scientists was emerged, primarily due to shortcom-

ings in the system the government of science aimed at increasing the

scholarly output. Some responsibility lies with academic journals

because of their discriminatory policy towards young researchers forcing

them to use inappropriate authorship models. These and other aspects

negatively affect the quality of research papers, the spreading of preda-

tory journals, and the use of the most dangerous issues of plagiarism,

falsification, and fabrication of data.

Among others, the following ethical issues have become prevalent:

� plagiarism and self-plagiarism, especially veiled cases of translated

plagiarism. The detection of incorrect borrowing in academic texts

has become an international problem in the past years;

� inappropriate authorship implying the adding the persons in the

byline who fail to satisfy authorship requirements or exclusion the

real researchers from the byline;

� artificial increase of bibliometric indices by negotiated citations,

excess of power by editorial board members in parent journals, etc.

These and other types of scholarly misconduct lead to heightened

interest of researchers, librarians, and publishers in publication ethics

issues. Despite significant and regular improvements and reinforced

publication ethics standards, the limitation of current methods for

detection of their violation should be mentioned. Therefore, additional

tools for the detection of scholarly misconduct are needed, and biblio-

metric approaches are believed to be promising ones. As bibliometrics is

usually developed in research libraries and is actively used there for

variety of purposes [1, 2], we should point at an additional value of li-

brarians’ role in the assessment of analyzed issues due to their profes-

sional independence and interdisciplinary nature of their work resulting

in unbiased judgment [3].

It is believed that bibliometric evaluation of publication ethics issues

can result in strengthening the principles of integrity in publication

processes, as well as an increase in the share of original studies. The

results of detection of violation of ethical criteria are important in all
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research areas, especially in medical sciences since any misconduct in

this field directly negatively affects the quality of the healthcare system.

Several notable cases of the detection of unethical behavior among

medical authors were described in chapter 3 of CSE's White Paper on

Promoting Integrity in Scientific Journal Publications [4].

The main goal of this paper is to demonstrate the high potential of

bibliometric tools in the detection of a wide range of publication ethics

issues and highlight the systematic basis of the use of bibliometrics in this

field as opposite to current sporadic attempts in a bibliometric solution of

mission tasks.

The rest of the article depicts three main bibliometric directions

developed by the authors in the last years as applied to publication ethics

issues including the detection of translated plagiarism (Section 2),

inappropriate types of authorship (Section 3), and misconduct among

editorial board members (Section 4).

2. Bibliometric approach for the detection of translated

plagiarism in academic papers

In recent times, the detection of plagiarism in scholarly papers

became an international task since it assume more and more veiled

shapes in response to modern techniques of its detection. It accounted for

almost half of all misconduct retractions and significantly affects non-

English low-income countries as well as low-ranked journals being one

of the main obstacles for their development [5]. One of the main reasons

causing plagiarism (as well as some other types of violation of publica-

tion ethics principles) comprises pressure to publish in order to increase

scholarly output indicators necessary to research career, proficiency

testing, grants application, etc. Together with searching paths for the

elimination of the causes of plagiarism phenomenon, the development of

the tools for its detection is another important task.

Linguistic analysis of full texts demonstrates good results in the

detection of copy and paste type of plagiarism. Recent studies engaging

linguistic processing of full texts including morphological, syntax, and

semantic analyses showed effectiveness even for plagiarism with signif-

icant paraphrasing [6]. At the same time, some types of plagiarism are

still difficultly detected, especially translated forms.

The detection of translated plagiarism now is possible with the use of

(a) expert community, (b) automated systems of machine-aided trans-

lation and neural networks [7], (c) bibliometric approaches. Expert

evaluation is the most limited since it is time-consuming and requires

great human resources. As for machine-aided translation enabling one to

detect translated plagiarism, it can be effective in case of the predomi-

nance of open-access model due to critical requirement to full texts.

Unless great volumes of research papers are inaccessible for robotic

processing because of paid nature of academic papers collections, such

systems will be low effective due to the limited free collections for texts

comparison. Therefore, even in the case of functional capability of the

detection system, a great deal of plagiarism cases will be undetected. The

bibliometric approach to solving the problem seems to be the most

promising and balanced.

2.1. Methodology for detecting translated plagiarism

The method is based on searching papers with identical or closely

related lists of references, especially texts with a similar sequence of

references so that the more recent paper may contain possible plagiarism.

Such an approach implies the analysis of only cited references and their

sequences that enables one to disregard texts and evade a problem of

comparison of texts in different languages. Besides, it requires only

generally accessible metadata including cited references, and not the full

texts.

This approach was for the first time proposed by B. Gipp et al. [8, 9,

10, 11]. They developed web-service HyPlag (https://www.hyplag.org/)

promoted as a prototype plagiarism detection system in addition to

text-based software. The benefits of the system include text- and

language-independent fingerprints (references) making it possible to

detect strongly disguised cases of plagiarism. However, the prototype

seems to use only free text collections, can be used for comparison of two

or more texts uploaded to the system, but cannot find the original text in

subscription-based collections.

With small delay we also came to the same conclusions on the high

potential of citation analysis in translated plagiarism detection [12];

however, in our study, we decided to use wide capacities of bibliographic

databases, e.g., Web of Science or Scopus. Their use as opposite to

full-text databases may significantly enlarge the factual basis for analysis

and makes an opportunity to automatically generate search queries in a

bibliographic system based on cited references in the analyzed text.

Citation analysis for plagiarism detection is based on the biblio-

graphic coupling proposed by M. Kessler [13, 14]. Two papers are

considered to be closely related and bibliographically connected if their

reference lists have the same items, i.e., bibliographic units. The coupling

strength is expressed by the volume of identical references in two texts.

The main features of bibliographic coupling are the independence of the

language and the possibility to automate the process of searching closely

related items. Therefore, this approach can be directly used to the

detection of disguised plagiarism. In that case, the more recent paper

with the same or similar reference list of older paper can be regarded as

an item potentially containing plagiarism.

The methodological process of searching for an authentic source for

suspicious text in bibliographic databases includes the following steps

(Figure 1).

1. For each cited item from the reference list of suspicious paper, one

should form a search query in a bibliographic database to receive the

list of papers that also cited this item. The search query may include

such metadata as authors, title, publication year, source title, page

number, DOI, etc. The further data export uses publication IDs, e.g.,

“eid” in Scopus or “ut” in Web of Science for automated data pro-

cessing in Excel.

2. After that alphabetic sorting of downloaded IDs of papers cited the

same references as the suspicious paper is made with the final

counting of matching.

3. Descending order of matching items is further analyzed for detecting

possible plagiarism. This list can be reduced by cutting off irrelevant

items (e.g., less than 10 items or 50 percent).

2.2. Study results of the detection of translated plagiarism

Figures 2 and 3 depict a specific examples of the effectiveness of the

proposed algorithm permitting us to detect a paper with 20 sources cited

in the same order as in the analyzed suspicious paper. An inverse search

query using the identifier in the Web of Science easily permits detection

of the original source. As is clear from Figure 3, the analyzed suspicious

article includes only one third of the references in commonwith the other

source, while two thirds of it were apparently written by the authors. At

the same time, the total sequence of the references in the suspicious part

of the paper indicates that text fragments of the two publications with

common references will be also similar with a high degree of probability.

In papers [12, 15, 16] we demonstrated specific results of the pro-

posed approach that enabled us to detect translated plagiarism cases in

research articles, reviews, Ph.D. theses, monographs, and research re-

ports in fields of Library and Information Science, Computer Sciences,

and Scientometrics. The model of translated plagiarism detection based

on comparison of reference lists and sequence of references demon-

strated efficiency and can be automated. Algorithms of the model can be

integrated into plagiarism-detection software. The wide use of such a

system is believed to result in decreasing the volume of translated

plagiarism and stimulate the increase of original studies.

Another possible application of bibliometric knowledge to solving

publication ethics issues may include the detection of inappropriate types

of authorship.
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3. Bibliometric approach for the detection of inappropriate types

of authorship

Authorship is one of the main sources of academic “capital” of re-

searchers. Under the conditions of competition for academic positions

and funding the authorship is currently believed to be the key indicator

of the academic capabilities and research potential of a scientist [17].

Changes in the approaches to the generation of knowledge, a complica-

tion of the conducted research, increase in interdisciplinarity [18],

enlarged collaborations [19] leading to hyperauthorship phenomenon

[20] together with formal approaches to evaluate study results increased

the need to publish for funding and career progression [21]. One of the

negative consequences of such state of the art includes the spreading of

inappropriate types of authorship comprising guest, gift, honorary, sold,

and ghost types [17, 22].

Guest authorship involves mutual support of the authors and cases

when the authors include each other in their papers in order to increase

their number [17]. Gift authorship is usually seen as a sign of gratitude

Figure 1. Search query process in a bibliographic database for searching possible original source for suspicious paper. L – reference list of the analyzed paper; Li – each

item from the reference list of the analyzed paper; Ni – list of papers from general database that also cited Li; S – the paper from Ni list with the most similar reference

list as compared to that of the analyzed paper; LS – reference list of S paper.

Figure 2. The stages of processing of the paper lists of references where the same sources are cited as in a suspicious publication.
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and recognition from younger researchers in relation to their mentors.

Honorary authorship is the most common type of unfair authorship

implying an act of symbolic violence toward actual authors to force them

to add an honorary author in the byline of the manuscript. It is primarily

affects young researchers [23]. Sold authorship is the most significant

violation of the criteria for authorship and involves the payment for a

place in the byline [24]. Ghost authorship is the opposite of previous

types and associated with the absence of the name of the actual author in

the byline. This practice is most prevalent in the field of biomedical

sciences and in pharmaceutics [22], where junior medical personnel

often plays the role of ghost authors [25].

Thus, inappropriate authorship is social, ethical, and management

problem being one of the types of simulation of research activity [26]

resulting in a decrease of a share of quality scientific content [27]. Un-

ethical authorship infers mismatch of some authors in the byline with

international authorship criteria. There are several approaches to define

the authors, as well as radical proposals to change authorship with

contributors’ model (CRediT) [28]. The most widely accepted principles

were developed by the International Committee of Medical Journal Ed-

itors (ICMJE) [29]:

� Substantial contributions to the conception or design of the work; or

the acquisition, analysis, or interpretation of data for the work; AND

� Drafting the work or revising it critically for important intellectual

content; AND

� Final approval of the version to be published; AND

� Agreement to be accountable for all aspects of the work in ensuring

that questions related to the accuracy or integrity of any part of the

work are appropriately investigated and resolved.

As a rule, the unjustified inclusion of some authors in the byline is

caused by the personal advantages of some researchers for increasing

scholarly output which is stipulated by the objective reasons of short-

comings of the decision-making system in the science. Thus, junior re-

searchers are often forced by senior colleagues to include the latter in the

byline [23]. As the paper is one of the main items, and funding and career

progress are based to a great extent on scholarly output [30, 31], the

condition of institutional pressure of university or research organization

on researchers takes place leading to violation of authorship guidelines.

Current approaches to detect authorship misconduct are primarily

based on the principles of publication ethics including author guidelines

and detailed criteria [32, 33]. The development of methods for the

detection of inappropriate authorship is carried out in three directions:

1. Editorial and publishing approach includes analysis of author's

practices and experience, the definition of ethical principles, and

specifying authorship criteria [4]. Providing that most issues fall into

one of two categories, excluding deserving contributors or including

undeserving ones, the problem is that there is no consensus on

“deserving” despite ICMJE and other associations' criteria [34].

2. The sociological approach comprises the detection of the level of

spreading of misconduct, its reasons, and consequences, as well as the

development of prevention approaches [35, 36, 37]. One of the effi-

cient but rarely used preventive measures includes explicit discussion

about co-authoring credit before the start of the research since

collaboration practices that are viewed as routine in some fields are

viewed as unethical in others [34].

3. The bibliometric approach engages the detection of deviations from

the expected distribution of indicators characterizing scholarly output

of a researcher [38, 39, 40].

3.1. Methodology for detecting inappropriate types of authorship

Our bibliometric approach for the detection of inappropriate

authorship was described in [40, 41] and is based on searching anomalies

in the distribution of several bibliometric indices of the analyzed author

in different stages of his/her career. In some periods, sharp bursts of

bibliometric indicators may be reasonable while in other periods they

may raise suspicions in compliance with ethical principles.

Some reasons for the sharp increase of scholarly output and relevant

indices may include Ph.D. thesis defense requiring several published

articles; gaining the position of editorial board member implying publi-

cation of editorial materials [42] or participation in a research program

with special funding. However, in some cases such as promotion to a

higher career position rapid increase in the volume of bibliometric

indices may be suspicious and require special analysis. In our study, we

analyzed the distribution of a set of bibliometric indices in three signif-

icant career stages, i.e., Ph.D. theses defense, obtaining high academic

status, and career promotion.

To detect possible cases of violation of authorship criteria, we propose

publication coefficients measuring sets of indicators in equal periods

before and after the event in career progress. For instance, in the case of

being a head of a research organization for 6 years, we compared a set of

indices for 6 years before and 6 years after the appointment at the leading

position. As for Ph.D. theses defense and gaining high academic ranks, we

used equal 3-years lags. Publication coefficient K1
p was calculated as

follows:

K1
p ¼

P1

P1 þ P2

where P1 denotes the number of papers before an appointment to the

leading position, P2 is a number of papers at the time of holding an

appointment. Similarly, we detected publication coefficient at the time of

holding an appointment:

K2
p ¼

P2

P1 þ P2

3.2. Study results of the detection of inappropriate types of authorship

Using a sample of 39 the most prominent researchers of the Siberian

Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences, we revealed that 90 percent

of researchers from the analyzed sample significantly increased scholarly

output and other bibliometric indicators after their appointment to

leading positions (Figures 4 and 5). Only in 10 percent cases, a negative

trend was detected; furthermore, the decrease in the number of papers

was not as much expressed as rapid growth after the appointment.

Subject areas coefficients were calculated as that of publications co-

efficients. It was detected that in 74 percent of papers topic variety

Figure 3. The identifier of the paper in Web of Science with the largest number of sources (20) also present in the list of references of the analyzed suspicious paper.
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significantly increased (Figure 5). One can hardly conceive that gaining a

leading position can transform a researcher into an expert in different

subject areas. In any case, it is difficult to be responsible for the contri-

bution elements of various disciplines according to one of the authorship

criteria. Finally, we analyzed the number of co-authors. Again, in 87

percent the number of co-authors significantly increased.

Considering the large administrative load of scientists holding leading

positions resulting in shortening the free time for research, an increase in

the number of papers is believed to be achieved exclusively by means of

co-authorship. It is associated mainly with the inclusion of an executive

in the byline as co-author. As mentioned above, the reasons can be

different including supervision in the grants, the teaching of young sci-

entists, the inclusion of prominent names to speed up peer review stages,

etc. At the same time, in the last two decades, requirements for author-

ship have become stricter; thus, authors must fulfill all criteria.

Our findings enabled us to assume that the assignment of scientists to

leading position frequently leads to violation of publication ethics

regarding international authorship criteria since the use of guest of gift

authorship seems to be rampant in some research communities. It is

confirmed by a very intensive increase in the number of papers, accom-

panied by an increase in the list and number of co-authors and a signif-

icant enhancement of subject areas. Besides, in some organizations

Figure 4. Publication coefficients of researchers before and after appointment to leading positions. Dark grey denotes publication coefficient before an appointment;

light grey – after an appointment. Unusual cases of higher scholarly output before appointment are boxed.

Figure 5. Dynamics pattern of subject areas in publications by scientists before and after their appointment to leading positions. Dark grey denotes subject areas

coefficient before an appointment to leading positions, while light grey coefficient after an appointment. Unusual cases of wider subject distributions before an

assignment are boxed.
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especially medical ones we detected an unexpectedly high number of

papers per year close to 100 items.

Regarding a high administrative burden, it is highly unlikely that a

scientist would have enough time for publishing such a high number of

papers and concurrently meet modern requirements of authorship. We

have detected that sharp fluctuations in scholarly output can sometimes

point to possible misconduct in publishing and fictive participation in the

research. Especially we mean a sharp increase in the number of papers,

significant fluctuation in the number and compound of co-authors,

changes in research areas, changes in position in the byline, increase in

a pool of journals with scientist's papers.

Complex analysis of changes in bibliometric indicators and their

comparison with certain changes in the career path of a scientist can be

used as an additional bibliometric tool to reveal common factors of the

real and fictive contribution of scientists in publications. Besides, we

believe that bibliometric approaches are the most promising to detect

misconduct towards authorship. Mainly it is caused by wide possibilities

of generation of different types of metadata in bibliographic systems:

current databases enable one to export funding information, Ph.D. theses

defense, affiliation history, changes in research areas, changes in a set of

journals where an author was published. Thus, the formation of a

detailed publication profile of each author is now possible where one

may detect sharp biases from expected values of bibliometric indices that

possibly point at inappropriate authorship practices.

4. Bibliometric approach for the detection of possible

misconduct among editorial board members

Publication strategies of editorial board members attract great

research interest due to increased specification and strictness of publi-

cation ethics criteria [43]. The importance of studying publication in-

teractions of editorial board members with parent journals is highlighted

by their high authority as compared with other authors and a high degree

of responsibility for providing integrity of publication process. Therefore,

editorial board members should strictly adhere to publication ethics

principles. However, sometimes ethical suspicions may concern even

editorial board members. For instance, they may suggest authors cite

their own papers unjustified by the topic of the manuscript, redundantly

submit papers to the parent journal or, oppositely, ignore parent journal

publishing papers in other sources that may indicate their formal

engagement in the editorial board.

4.1. Methodology for detecting misconduct among editorial board members

Although there are no uniform recommendations on the acceptable

proportion of papers by editorial board members in parent journal, two

cases including full absence and overrepresentation of editorial board

members’ papers in parent journal may point to a violation of publication

ethics. The case of the absence of papers by editorial board members in

parent journal can be formulated as follows (Figure 6):

PðJY Þ \ PðEJY Þ¼∅

where PðJY Þ – papers P of the journal J in a year Y;

PðEJY Þ – papers P by editorial board members E of the journal J in a

year Y;

PðEJSY Þ – papers P of editorial board members E of the journal J in a

parent journal in a year Y.

In rare circumstances, this situation can be ethical. For instance, the

journal can employ professional editors on a fee basis and charge them

with a full complex of journal duties including peer review. As conse-

quence, staff members frequently should retire from a university and stop

publishing. Another case may include the editor-in-chief's decision to

prohibit editorial board members to publish in a parent journal to evade

any conflict of interest [44].

More often, the complete absence of editorial board members’ papers

may denote a formal engagement of prominent experts in the editorial

board to increase the rank and the level of internationalization of the

journal. Notably, the editor-in-chief does not require any activity from

such members. Formal engagement of eminent researchers in editorial

boards is frequently observed in predatory journals to lend them legiti-

macy in the opinion of potential authors [45]. This situation can be

detected by bibliometric tools and should be regarded as an unethical

one. Rarely the absence of papers by editorial board members in parent

journal can be explained by the absence of the editorial board itself. This

case was described by J. Beall [46].

The case of the overrepresented volume of papers by editorial board

members in parent journal can be formulated as follows (Figure 7):

A PðJY Þ ¼ PðEJY Þ; ΓΠePðEJY Þ ¼ PðEJSY Þ

B PðJY Þ ⊃ PðEJY Þ; ΓΠePðEJY Þ ¼ PðEJSY Þ

C PðJY Þ ⊂ PðEJY Þ; ΓΠePðJY Þ ¼ PðEJSY Þ

Rarely such a situation can be regarded as ethical. It may be con-

nected with the absence of alternative journals for publishing, e.g., in

narrow research areas [47]. The predominance of editorial board papers

in parent journal may also be explained by the case of starting a new

journal. As a new title is accountably unknown for potential authors, the

first several issues are usually filled in by editorial board members’ pa-

pers [48].

Nonetheless, other unethical cases of overrepresented papers by

editorial board members are spread to a greater extent including local

journals serving the staff of a university or research organization to

execute a plan for target indices of scholarly output. Two versions of the

Figure 6. The absence of editorial board members' papers in parent journal.

Figure 7. The overrepresented volume of editorial board papers in parent journal.
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situation of overrepresented papers by editorial board members in parent

journal include the following cases. Editorial board members prefer to

use capacities of parent journal that at the same time is open for and

known among other authors. In that case, editorial board members

escape from publishing in other sources and prefer to assuredly publish

their results in domestic journal (Figure 7B). The other case implies the

rather high authority of editorial board members publishing their results

in both parent journal and other sources (Figure 7C). In this case, the

quality of papers in parent journal and other sources should be compared,

since editorial board members may use their official power to simplify or

speed up publication processes in parent journal [49].

Bibliometric capacities for the detection of possible cases of violation

of publication ethics principles by editorial board members may be used

as follows. The above-mentioned extreme cases may be expressed as

coefficient I that considers the volume of all papers by editorial board

members over a certain period PðEJY Þ; and the volume of papers in a

parent journal over a certain period PðEJSY Þ.

As all journals are distinguished by the volume of papers, issuers per

year, and the volume of editorial boards, we introduce correction coef-

ficient α that is sensitive to a share of papers in parent journal per one

editorial board member. The use of correction coefficient is caused by the

necessity to make equal the journals with greater issues per year (or

greater number of papers) and serials with lower periodicity (or lower

volume), as well as normalize journals with different volumes of editorial

boards. The coefficient I can be calculated as follows:

I¼
jPðEJSY Þj

jPðEJY Þj
� α

where PðEJSY Þ is a number of papers by editorial boardmembers in parent

journal; PðEJY Þ is a total number of papers by editorial board members; α

is a correction coefficient accounting for the volume of journal and

editorial board.

4.2. Study results of the detection of misconduct among editorial board

members

For the practical application of the coefficient of publication re-

lationships between the journal and the editorial board, eight of the most

authoritative international journals on Earth sciences published in Russia

were analyzed (Table 1) [50].

While all journals from the sample do not belong to the described types

and demonstrate a balanced level of intersection between journal's and

editorial board members' publication flows, we may suspect unethical

formal engagement of editorial board members in several journals based

on coefficient I and complex analyses of relevant bibliometric indices. For

instance, “Geology of Ore Deposits” of all journals of this sample demon-

strates the smallest intersection between the documentflows of the journal

and the editorial board, therefore this journal is close to type I possibly

implying unethical formal work in editorial board. The lowest publication

ratio coefficients were found in “Geotectonics” and “Petrology” journals

due to the imbalance of publication flows of the journal (a small number of

papers) and the editorial board (a large number of papers). Both serials

gravitate towards type I. The disproportion in the publication flows of the

journal and the editorial board can also be explained either by the formal

involvement of the editorial board members in the work in the journal.

Thus,wemay suspect some biases from the ethical composition of editorial

boards even in the authoritative journals.

The proposed coefficient I is believed to be useful when highlighting

the level of involvement of editorial board members in the development

of parent journal, detecting possible cases of violation of publication

ethics by abusing official power by publishing their papers in inadmis-

sible quantity as described in [51], finding out the unethical cases of

formal engagement of prominent researchers to editorial boards. Other

studies carried out by the authors also demonstrate the practicability of

bibliometrics in this aspect enabling us to detect both the cases of formal

engagement of researchers in editorial boards [52] and the over-

represented number of papers in some serials [53].

5. Conclusion

The description of several possible techniques in this paper indicates

that bibliometrics can be applied to a wide range of the detection of

publication ethics issues. This is a rather new direction in the application

of bibliometric tools, primarily used for the evaluation of research results.

It should be noted, that different research teams have already perceived

this promising direction of bibliometrics and demonstrated good results.

The only limitation of such approaches includes the necessity for further

and compulsory expert review of statistical bibliometric data to exclude

false-positive results. Together with preventive measures to stop unethi-

cal practices using detailed guidelines for each stakeholder of publication

processes and various training events to raise the awareness of publication

ethics criteria, bibliometric approaches are considered as one of the

additional valuable tools for increasing research integrity.
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